Native Bracelets

By Denise Yezbak Moore
featuring Bead Gallery® beads from Halcraft USA, Inc.
available exclusively at Michaels Stores
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Materials:
1 Tag
1 Tag
1 Tag
1 Tag
1 Tag
1
1
1
1
1
100
150”

Bead Gallery® cream 6/0 glass beads
Bead Gallery® red glass 6/0 glass beads
Bead Gallery® aqua glass small mix
Bead Gallery® black matt glass 4mm
Bead Gallery® white mother of pearl 4mm
Charm Gallery® silver-plated wander charm
Charm Gallery® silver-plated arrow charm
Charm Gallery® silver-plated sun charm
Charm Gallery® silver-plated thunderbird charm
Charm Gallery® silver-plated feather charm
Bead Landing™ silver tone 2” beaded head pin
Stretch Magic® .5mm beading cord

Tools:
Beadalon® wire nippers
Beadalon® chain-nose pliers (2)
Beadalon® round-nose pliers
Super glue
Bead Bugs®
Level of difficulty (Intermediate)
Time – Less than 10 minutes per bracelet after loops are created.
Tip: Stretch cord before stringing your beads. This will help maintain the shape of your
bracelet.
Instructions:
1. Using 2” head pin, string red seed and form a wrapped loop. Repeat 21 times. Set
aside.
2. Using 2” head pin, string cream seed and form a wrapped loop. Repeat 21 times.
Set aside.
3. Using 2” head pin, string mother of pearl and form a wrapped loop. Repeat 21
times. Set aside.
4. Using 2” head pin, string aqua seed and form a wrapped loop. Repeat 21 times. Set
aside.
5. Using 2” head pin, string matt black 4mm and form a wrapped loop. Repeat 21
times. Set aside.
Aqua Seed Bracelets With Arrow Charm
Instructions:
1. Cut 10” of Stretch Magic cord.
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2. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads. This will help maintain the bracelets
shape in the future.
3. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of Stretch Magic cord.
4. String aqua seed, red dangle, aqua seed, cream dangle, aqua seed, black
dangle, aqua seed, mother of pearl dangle, aqua seed, aqua dangle, aqua seed,
mother of pearl dangle, aqua seed, black dangle, aqua seed, cream dangle,
aqua seed, red dangle and 4 ¾” of aqua seed beads.
5. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together and form an overhand knot. Pull
tight. Make a second overhand knot and put a drop of glue between knots. Pull
tight.
6. Hide knot inside of closest bead.
7. Repeat steps 1-6 for 2nd bracelet.
8. Repeat Steps 1-3, string 5 ¾” aqua seeds, aqua dangle, aqua seed, arrow charm,
aqua seed, aqua dangle and aqua seed. Repeat steps 5-6.
Mother of Pearl Thunderbird bracelets
Instructions:
9. Cut 10” of Stretch Magic cord.
10. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads. This will help maintain the bracelets
shape in the future.
11. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of Stretch Magic cord.
12. String mother of pearl, black dangle, mother of pearl, cream dangle, mother of
pearl, red dangle, mother of pearl, mother of pearl dangle, mother of pearl, aqua
dangle, mother of pearl, mother of pearl dangle, mother of pearl, red dangle,
mother of pearl, cream dangle, mother of pearl, black dangle and 4 ¾” mother of
pearl.
13. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together and form an overhand knot. Pull
tight. Make a second overhand knot and put a drop of glue between knots. Pull
tight.
14. Hide knot inside of closest bead.
15. Repeat steps 9-14 for 2nd bracelet.
16. Repeat Steps 9-11, string 5 ¾” mother of pearl 4mm, aqua dangle, mother of peal,
arrow charm, mother of pearl, aqua dangle and mother of pearl. Repeat steps 1314.
Red Seed Sun Charm bracelets
Instructions:
17. Cut 10” of Stretch Magic cord.
18. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads. This will help maintain the bracelets
shape in the future.
19. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of Stretch Magic cord.
20. String red seed, cream dangle, red seed, black dangle, red seed, mother of pearl
dangle, red seed, aqua dangle, red seed, red dangle, red seed, aqua dangle, red
seed, mother of pearl dangle, red seed, black dangle, red seed, cream dangle
and 4 ¾” of red seed beads.
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21. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together and form an overhand knot. Pull
tight. Make a second overhand knot and put a drop of glue between knots. Pull
tight.
22. Hide knot inside of closest bead.
23. Repeat steps 17-21 for 2nd bracelet.
24. Repeat Steps 17-19, string 5 ¾” red seed, mother of pearl dangle, red seed, sun
charm, red seed, mother of pearl dangle and red seed. Repeat steps 21-22.
Cream Seed Wander Charm Bracelets
Instructions:
25. Cut 10” of Stretch Magic cord.
26. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads. This will help maintain the bracelets
shape in the future.
27. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of Stretch Magic cord.
28. String cream seed, mother of pearl dangle, cream seed, black dangle, cream
seed, aqua dangle, cream seed, cream dangle, cream seed, red dangle, cream
seed, cream dangle, cream seed, aqua dangle, cream seed, black dangle,
cream seed, mother of pearl dangle and 4 ¾” of cream seed beads.
29.
30. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together and form an overhand knot. Pull
tight. Make a second overhand knot and put a drop of glue between knots. Pull
tight.
31. Hide knot inside of closest bead.
32. Repeat steps 25-30 for 2nd bracelet.
33. Repeat Steps 25-27, string 5 ¾” cream seed, red dangle, cream seed, wander
charm, cream seed, red dangle and cream seed. Repeat steps 29-30.
Black Feather Charm Bracelets
Instructions:
34. Cut 10” of Stretch Magic cord.
35. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads. This will help maintain the bracelets
shape in the future.
36. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of Stretch Magic cord.
37. String black, mother of pearl dangle, black 4mm, aqua dangle, black 4mm, red
dangle, black 4mm, cream dangle, black 4mm, black dangle, black 4mm, cream
dangle, black 4mm, red dangle, black 4mm, aqua dangle, black 4mm, mother of
pearl dangle and 4 ¾” of black 4mm beads.
38. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together and form an overhand knot. Pull
tight. Make a second overhand knot and put a drop of glue between knots. Pull
tight.
39. Hide knot inside of closest bead.
40. Repeat steps 34-36 for 2nd bracelet.
41. Repeat Steps 34-36, string 5 ¾” black 4mm, black dangle, black 4mm, feather
charm, black 4mm, black dangle and black 4mm. Repeat steps 38-39.
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